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Förord 

Först och främst så vill jag tacka all personal på Swegon Operations AB i Kvänum som har hjälpt mig 

med att kunna genomföra detta arbete och gett mig möjligheten till att kunna få göra det. Hjälpt till 

med att bolla idéer och en stor uppskattning till all personal som har tagit sin egen arbetstid till att 

förklara, svara på frågor och hjälpa till vid olika moment i projekt. Min handledare från högskolan som 

har hjälpt till med idéer om själva rapporten, hålla arbetet strukturerat och med engelskan.  
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Sammanfattning  

Detta arbete har undersökt tillverkningsprocesser på ett tillverkande företag. Företaget har varit 

Swegon Operations AB och ligger i Kvänum där de tillverkar ventilationsaggregat för inomhus klimat. 

Det som har undersökts är en fläktvägg som är en plåtvägg som sitter intill fläkten i aggregatet av 

ventilationsaggregatet.  

Arbetets syfte är att identifiera den nuvarande tillverkningsprocessen med de krav som finns, både 

kundkrav och produktkrav. Därefter undersökt två alternativa tillverkningsprocesser som kan tillverka 

fläktväggen mot de krav som finns för att finna vilken typ av tillverkningsprocess som har den lägsta 

tillverkningskostnaden.  

I dagsläget tillverkas fläkten i ett värdeflöde som består utav tre aktiviteter i tillverkningsprocessen. 

Problemet med denna tillverkningsprocess är att processen inte har blivit undersökt mot andra 

alternativa tillverkningsprocesser. Den nuvarande tillverkningsprocess ha funnits sedan 2001 då en 

specialtillverkad maskin installerades in i fabriken.  

Studien i arbetet har bestått utav att identifiera den nuvarande tillverkningsprocessen för att få en god 

förståelse om vilka möjligheter som finns för att föreslå två alternativa förslag på 

tillverkningsprocesser. De två alternativa tillverkningsprocesserna är en intern och en extern process. 

Den interna processen består utav befintlig maskinpark ifrån fabriken och den externa processen 

består av befintlig maskinpark och att en detalj kommer att köpas in externt.  

Studien har också haft ett fokus på hållbar utveckling och Plan Do Check Act (PDCA). Tagit upp varför 

hållbar utveckling är något som måste ta hänsyns till och hur företaget arbetar med det. Samt dragit 

slutsats om hur de olika processerna påverkar den hållbara utvecklingen. Arbetsgången för hela 

projektet har följt PDCA genom att först planerades hela arbetet upp och en nulägesanalys gjordes för 

att kunna finna möjligheterna och veta utgångspunkten för arbetet. Därefter genomföra möjligheterna 

om de förslagna processerna av hur de skulle resultera och därefter kontrollera genom analyser för att 

kunna föreslå den bästa tillverkningsprocessen. Slutligen följa upp att alla mål har blivit uppfyllda. 

Analyserat hur de förslagna processerna kan påverka miljön och studien är strukturerad enligt PDCA. 

Analyser av kostnader, ledtider samt för-och nackdelar med processerna kommer att diskuteras och 

slutsatser om projektet kommer att presenteras.    
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Abstract  

This project has investigate one manufacturing processes at a manufacturing company. The company 

has been Swegon Operations AB and is located in Kvänum, where they manufacture units for indoor 

climate. The current study investigation is on a fan wall, which is a sheet wall adjacent to the fan in the 

units. The purpose of the project is to identify the current manufacturing process with both customer 

and product requirements. Subsequently give two alternative manufacturing processes one internally 

and one external manufacturing process. Which can make the fan wall and meet the requirements for 

the costumer and product with the lowest manufacturing cost. 

In the current process, the fan wall is manufactured in a value flow consisting of three activities in the 

process. The problem with this process is that it has not been investigated and compared with other 

alternative manufacturing processes with a lower manufacturing cost. Today's manufacturing process 

has been in place since 2001 when a custom-made machine was installed in the factory.  

The study in the project has investigated a value stream analysis for the current process, the 

possibilities for developing the process and how a future version of the manufacturing processes could 

look. The two alternative manufacturing processes are internal and external processes. The internal 

process consists of existing machinery from the factory and the external process consists of existing 

machinery and a plastic item is purchased externally. 

The study has also focused on sustainable development and Plan Do Check Act (PDCA). Consider why 

sustainable development is something that has to take into account and how the company works with 

it, as well as draw conclusions about how the different processes affect. The process of the entire 

project has followed the PDCA by first planning the entire work up and a value stream analysis is made 

to find possibilities and know the starting point. Then implement the possibilities of the proposed 

processes of how they would result and then check through analyses to propose the best 

manufacturing process. In the end, follow up that all goals have been met. 

Investigate how todays and the two proposed processes can affect the environment and the study has 

been structured according to PDCA. Analysis of costs, lead time and pros and cons will be discussed 

and conclusions about the project will be presented.  
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Definition of terms 

 

 

GO/SI 040: Gold/ Silver. Fan wall of size: 1816x1076,5x1,5 

GO/SI 030: Gold/ Silver. Fan wall of size: 1428x801,5x1,5 

GO/SI 020: Gold/ Silver. Fan wall of size: 1228,5x774x1,5 

GO/SI 012: Gold/ Silver. Fan wall of size: 1027x567x1,5 

RX: Rotary heat exchanger  

PX:  Counter flow current heat exchanger  

CX:  Battery heat exchanger  

PDCA: Plan Do Check Act 

QFD: Quality Function Deployment 

VSA: Value Stream Analysis  

VSM: Value Stream Mapping  

Gemba: See with your own eyes 
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1 Introduction  

In this chapter, the problem of the project and the background of the problem are presented. Why the 

problems are a problem and the background of what has been done in the process for today. The 

goals/aim and the extent and limitations of the project will be explained.  In the end of this chapter, 

the structure of the report will be present in a diagram. 

1.1 Problem description  

The problem to be investigated is that today's process for the manufacture of fan walls and why it is a 

problem is because the company does not know if it is the best manufacturing method. This means 

that manufacturing cost and value stream analysis have not previously been compared to alternative 

methods. With this, it is considered a problem that there is some uncertainty if it is the best and 

cheapest manufacturing process available today. 

The problem with the manufacturing process is that it has not been optimized for many years but is an 

old manufacturing process that has looked the same in the course of the years. The updates that have 

been made with today's process are renovations if needed. 

It is an old process that has a high manufacturing cost that has not been investigated if there are 

alternative manufacturing processes with a lower manufacturing cost. 

1.2 Background  

Swegon Operations AB is located in Kvänum and manufactures ventilation systems and indoor 

climate systems. 

The current manufacturing method of Swegon’s fan walls existing since 2001 when a special machine 

for bending the collar of the fan walls was put into operation. This manufacturing method resulted in 

a more efficient, sensible and logical process for the company when the previously dissolved collar was 

now integrated into the fan wall. In 2012, a major renovation was made because of sensors and cables 

in the machine transit incorrect input to the machine and that caused the calculation errors. A basic 

machine cleaning was made in connection with the renovation. The cleaning resulted in an improved 

function of the machine also when dirt and small damages that had occurred over the years were fixed. 

On this basis, a decision is taken to review the entire manufacturing process of fan walls to identify the 

suitable manufacturing process for improvements.   
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1.3 Goals/Aim  

The purpose of the thesis project is to investigate the current process and two alternative processes 

to find the most profitable manufacturing process. The project involves examining the current process 

of making a value stream analysis and analysing the collected information. The information that will 

be analysed will be presented by a value stream analysis. 

The following goals are to achieve in the proposed project: 

1. Identify key characteristics of the product and requirements for the manufacturing process and 

explain the state of the current manufacturing process.  

2. Investigate three given alternative solutions on manufacturing methods like internal changes in the 

manufacturing process and an external solution of the collar on the fan wall.  

3. Compare the three different methods i.e. current manufacturing process and two alternatives 

solution i.e. internal and external manufacturing process, to make a suggestion for the future 

manufacturing process. Based on identified critical characteristics like manufacturing cost, lead time 

i.e. and advantages /disadvantages of the processes. 

1.4 Extent and limitation 

The extent of this project is: 

 The three different processes will be analysed and concluded to evaluate the most suitable 

process for the company. After that, the company can take their decisions with more depth 

analyses. 

The limitation of this project are: 

 The design of the collar is assumed to looks same as the current version of the design. This is 

a base design for the three alternative manufacturing processes that will be recommended to 

the company. To carry out further analyses in the design, construction and testing of 

performance and quality.  

 There are many product variants of fan walls in the company. In the current project, four 

variants out of them will be analysed. This project will provide a basis for the company for 

recommendations of a manufacturing process. 

 All data of times and costs will be presented in the form of an index in the report. No real costs 

and times will be presented by agreement and secrecy from the company.  

 With external manufacturing process, no visits to other companies will be made without 

reviewing new manufacturing process through literature and reading information by 

electronic means. This process alternative shall be able to provide an external solution if collar 

of the fan wall is manufactured outside the factory. The actual fan wall will be made at the 

factory at Swegon in Kvänum. 

 In the value stream analysis the focus will be on identifying the current manufacturing process 

and proposing two new manufacturing processes. Machine availability, setup times and 
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reduction of setup times with SMED (Single Minute Exchange of Dies) analyses and cycle times 

will not be focused on but discussed.  
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1.5 Structure  

This figure Figure 1 structure of the report visualises the structure of the report. 

 

 
Figure 1 Structure of the report 
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2 Company Presentation 

The business areas which Swegon is divided into are five categories: Commercial Ventilation, Light 

Commercial, Home Solutions, Cooling and North America. Each business area is for specific customer 

needs and there are 1850 employees in Europe, North America and Asia (Swegon, 2018). 

For over 60 years, Swegon has developed products and systems for energy-efficient indoor climate. 

The focus that the business has had in its development has been in comfort and optimal life cycle cost. 

Swegon is a member of the Latour Group listed company and is the market leader in energy efficient 

ventilation and indoor climate systems (Swegon, 2018). 

The Swegon factory in Kvänum is one of their most high tech in Europe (Swegon, 2018). There at 

Swegon Operations AB the ventilation units GOLD - SILVER C - COMPACT are produced and Figure 2 

Pitcher from: http://www.swegon.com/ shows Swegon AB log.  

 

Figure 2 Pitcher from: http://www.swegon.com/  

2.1 Product Presentation 

The product presentation is to  introduce more what Swegon Operations AB produce for units. The units 

that are presented are the ventilations Rotary heat exchanger (RX), Counter flow current heat 

exchanger (PX) and Battery Heat Exchanger (CX). 

The fan wall is a part in the all units of RX, PX and CX and the fan wall is a sheet metal that is adjacent 

to the engine inside the units. Depending of what the customer wants, and the customer needs the 

units has several functions. Functions of the speed that control the heat and cooling recovery are 

regulated with out any sound of steps in RX.  Adjustment plates, pressure gauge and purge blower are 

a standard in RX. Also functions like the exchanger can be obtained in two functions in PX, RECOflow 

and RECOfrost. RECOflow - automatically for steady supply air temperature using bypass and heat 

exchanger dampers, RECOfrost - is applied to temperatures with the risk of freezing and adjusts 

pressure drop over heat exchanger during periods of time where full recycling is not required. For CX 

as a fluid circuit is used to transfer energy between exhaust air and supply air. As a result, internal 

leakage is minimized. (Swegon, 2018)    

2.2 Unit Strengths 

What characterizes Swegon's units is that they have a low noise level, less vibration and how they 

accomplish it is by balancing the impeller and motor. Vibration dampeners, the soft coupling between 

the fan inlet and unit wall also contribute to a reduction of vibrations. This contributes to the low 

noise generation and vibration generation of the unit in close areas of humans. 

http://www.swegon.com/
http://www.swegon.com/
http://www.swegon.com/en/
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High performance for energy recovery and low energy consumption, the Swegon units have compact 

dimensions in all joints. Before each air handling unit is shipped for delivery, they are tested to ensure 

their quality and function. 

Another thing that characterizes Swegon's units is that it is possible to choose the desired design when 

dimensioning, such as the direction of the airflow. 

To provide what the customer requests and to satisfy the customer's needs is the great strength of 

being able to optimize the adjustments of the unit. 

"Swegon's units are extremely effective and power-efficient, but it's not only the unit's own energy 

consumption that is interesting, the recovery of energy in the air current is equally important. With a 

range of different heat exchangers with smart features, there are solutions to efficiently handle 

different needs and different types of applications. "- Swegon 
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3 Sustainability 

This chapter explain the importance of sustainability and the three dimensions of sustainability.  

3.1 Background 

Sustainable development means that human and society needs with a holistic view of the conditions 

and problems. The needs must be in balance with the ecosystem for sustainable development to be in 

balance. When something disappears from nature, nature needs time to recover to produce new ones. 

Sustainable development is in balance when three areas that integrate with each other lie in an 

interplay between them; ecology, society and the economy. (Ammenberg, 2013) 

As industrial development and science develop and the population increases on the ground, it 

contributes to environmental problems. Environmental problems have arisen through the setting of a 

higher material standard, which results in more energy being consumed. With a higher population and 

higher material standard, it provides the effect of increased consumption and increased production of 

materials. When more material is used, it is an environmental problem that resources are consumed 

by the environment. (Ammenberg, 2013) 

Why it is important for the human to think about sustainable development and what we use from 

nature. What humans use in nature are resources called biogeochemical, which is a substance that 

exists in resources that are living organisms. The living organisms are the ground, the water and the 

air which, in turn, build up the cycle of the ecosystem and the natural cycle that is ongoing. Therefore, 

it is important that people become aware that the available resources can be used but not to be 

consumed. (Persson, 2015) 

What are the issues that really arise in environmental problems? Global environmental problems are 

issues that affect the entire globe, such as carbon emissions, where particles from coal can affect 

locally affected airborne nitrogen compounds. This in turn, causes regional acidification problems and 

carbon dioxide emissions gives global impacts. (Ammenberg, 2013) 

By changing the view of conserving the resources of the environment and acting with a contemplation 

and having an environmental technology approach, the next generation can also live well. An 

environmental technology approach means how society/people control and influence the technology 

in society such as companies, products or services. How this technology affects the environment in our 

society. (Ammenberg, 2013) 

3.2  Solutions affect   

In the external solution, it means that transport will be needed to deliver the item. Transports are one 

of the biggest problems of environmental problems in Sweden and contradict sustainable 

development. In addition, transport also binds up capital, there are as many pros as there are cons to 

transportation. (Holm, 2013)  

In this case, the pros of transportation will be that the product can be shipped directly from the 

supplier to the customer and the customer receives a finished product. Swegon does not need to 

manufacture any external collar and can simplify the manufacturing process for the fan wall. As it is a 
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detail that will be a high asset, the transport will not consist of small supplies of plastic parts and 

unnecessary fuel for transportation. The transports will be beneficial to the high level of plastic 

components. 

At Swegon operations AB in Kvänum, all scrap from the production is sorted and recycled. Metal by 

itself, plastic separately and also battery parts as an example. Even inside office departments, the 

paper is sorted separately. Positive aspects of sorting the material are that it can be recycled and 

reused (Swegon, 2018). By the sorting of materials, it can be sent to the correct recycling facility and 

in the amounts, it comes from manufacturing companies, it results in an environmental gain from the 

sales of the material. The transportation and the energy that it causes to recycle the material requires 

a sale on the market to make it a point and profit of recycling the material. Metal, plastic and paper 

are materials that are always needed on the market. 

3.3 How Swegon works with sustainability  

This figure Figure 3 Sustainability which is an exemption from the KTH website, describes what 

sustainable development is in three different areas: Society, Ecology and Economic. (KTH, Hållbar 

utveckling, 2018) 

 

Figure 3 Sustainability 

3.3.1 Society 

Social sustainability is about individuals' needs, rights and power. Being able to meet the individual 

wants to achieve and meet the potential of the world to realize it at a global level. The needs are met 

without straining the opportunities for recovery in the world lies on the responsibility of society. (KTH, 

Social hållbarhet , 2018) 

How Swegon works in this area: 

Swegon drives its environmental issues and work points through a vision/policy that is broken down 

into their respective areas such as purchasing and production for example. Purchases are the biggest 

Society 

EconomicEcology
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entity of all companies because they decide the right product and the right quantity of the material to 

purchase for the factory and ensure availability of the material. Purchases at Swegon push their 

suppliers to provide the requisite product and material. No new supplier is listed without visiting the 

supplier and fulfilling the requirements set by Swegon.  

What is driving different environmental goals ahead is from stakeholders with what they need. For 

example, customers do not want PVC plastic in their products, and Swegon has worked with the fact 

that PVC is no longer in their products. The stakeholders are mapped with what they request and are 

willing to pay for. Interested parties are organizations like "Healthy houses" with what they have for 

requirements and stakeholders can also be municipalities. Works to benefit all stakeholders' demands 

and meet the needs of society. Needs, rights and power are the individuals put in society. 

3.3.2 Economic  

Economic sustainability is a structure created by the human, which means that we ourselves can 

influence it differently from the social and ecological aspects. What the structure means is how 

humanity is about the resources of nature to see it as a capital. With what we take must also be paid 

back. (KTH, Ekonomisk hållbarhet , 2018) 

How Swegon works in this area: 

Works actively to use the material in the best way to choose the thinnest sheet metal that can handle 

the quality that is determined. Checking how much material is consume and how much material is 

being scrapped. See if it can be reduced to scrap through another type of programming and constantly 

work on different methods of improvement work to get even better on environmental issues. When 

new products are chosen, the new product must take more air energy than the predecessor to gain 

more natural energy. 

The entire chain is affected by sustainability requirements because stakeholders claim the company 

which in turn demands its suppliers, which in turn claims their subcontractors. 

3.3.3 Ecology    

Ecological sustainability is all about the ecosystem of the earth and includes areas of water, air and 

land. What this means is the stability of the climate system of the quality of the water, air and land. 

The quality of pollination and photosynthesis in that nature, must restore its own resources that 

human takes from nature. (KTH, Ekologisk hållbarhet, 2018) 

How Swegon works in this area: 

Selecting materials by comparing different options and having the same characteristics, but the 

material that is the most durable is the one chosen. Because getting rid of everything with "warning 

symbols" to make it environmentally manageable for human and for nature to recycle. For materials 

that are difficult to recycle, punishment is that it is very expensive to recycle and deposit on the 

material.  
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4 Theoretical framework  

This chapter will cover scientific sources of relevant theories in the areas that will be related to the 

production to estimate manufacturing process of fan walls. Value stream analysis, time studies and 

Gemba will be performed for understanding of the current process. In the external and internally 

process time studies will be estimates, interviews will be performed and in the end analyses of Quality 

Function Deployment of the suggested process.   

Process flow and PDCA is something that are going to work within this project in a way of getting a 

better knowledge of what to do. And to get a plan of how to reach the goal/aim in the project. “Figure 

4 Visibility of the work” visuals how the work is planned.  

 

Figure 4 Visibility of the work 

4.1 Value stream analysis  

Definition: A value stream analysis (VSA) means analysing the current situation and finding what 

creates value in the processes (Sörqvist, 2014). Value Stream Analysis and Value Stream Mapping, 

shortened to VSA and VSM, are the methods to improve processes. But to improve a process it is 

important to chart it or them first. A utility that is useful for this purpose of mapping a process is then 

Value Stream Analysis. (group, 2018). VSM is a part of VSA and VSM shows a map with the information 

on cycle time, operators, and number of shifts and shipment of the manufactured products.  

VSA is chosen for this project because it is a suitable method that charts the entire process, and explains 

the activities that are included from the beginning till the end. The important elements of VSA are 

process mapping, time study and observation study that makes this method better over other methods 

to understand the process. The information related to process mapping, time study and other 

observations needed for this project. Instead of Root Cause Analysis or Pareto Analysis. Because Root 

Cause Analysis focus on finding problem in the process in different areas, the problem in this process 
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are already defined. Pareto Analysis focus on to finding the tasks that create the most problems in the 

process. The tasks that create the most problem represent 80%.  

VSA is based on the idea that the company consists of a sequence of activities (ACORN, 2018). The tool 

is used to analyse the flow of examples of products, services or information in order for improvements 

to be made later (group, 2018). By analysing the current situation and finding what creates value in 

the processes. By drawing up a map, value chart, which reflects what happens physically in the process 

or processes of materials, customers, machines or products as examples (Sörqvist, 2014). 

The value flow is a collection of activities required to produce a product or service to finally deliver the 

desired customer. The flow contains activities that both create value for the product that the customer 

appreciates and sales leads in the flow. Value stream analysis is also used to improve times and 

productivity by sharing process activities in "value added" and "waste". It is important that the process 

is represented visually to create a clear overview of the current situation. (group, 2018) 

VSA means that a process flow diagram is prepared for the business and then asks each process step 

and what happens to the cost and waste in the process steps. This often highlights problems of 

unnecessary space, distance, billing, inefficiency, i.e. (group, 2018). And with this method, it can find 

out where improvement points are in the processes. The overall goal is to find customer value and the 

challenge is that where the value is not added. Causes that value is not added can be a bad machine 

or bottlenecks that create long queues in manufacturing (ACORN, 2018). This type of analysis can be 

applied to the company or along the wider supply and distribution chain (ACORN, 2018). 

At the moment of development, the following three steps take place: current state, next future state 

and vision of future conditions. The current state is today's process that reflects the VSA, and in order 

to further develop, feasible ideas in the near future are taking place in the next phase, while other 

ideas require a longer-term vision of the development of a vision for future states (Sörqvist, 2014). The 

idea of developing value flows is to constantly strive towards Lean by having flows that support which 

is called “Kaizen”, continuous improvements (Sörqvist, 2014). The evolution of continuous 

improvement is described as a cyclical way of working by following steps: Determining customer’s 

needs and expectations, analysing the existing process, developing an effective flow, establishing 

companies own performance system, and continuing development through continuous improvement 

(Sörqvist, 2014). 

Uses and benefits of VSA  

VSA is used for product development and improvement and for find the value adding in the chosen 

area. VSA is a technique and is designed to identify internal strengths and weaknesses within the 

company (ACORN, 2018). Identify the strengths by finding the value adding by Gemba, process flow 

and VSM in the chosen area. 

The procedure of VSA 

To analyse and to get a picture of what is happening in the process a map should be made, VSM. This 

will give a good understanding of the process and are a part in the VSA. To map a selected process, the 

mapping must be done in the following order (ACORN, 2018). 
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1. Place all process steps in the correct order from start to finish. 

2. Create a chart of the processes. 

3. Calculate the time required by each process step and add it to the information boxes. 

4. Add information about the size or times of the buffers. 

5. Determine which steps do not add any value to the process. 

6. Place the steps that do not add any value to the right of the increments that add value. 

7. Analyse both sides of those who add and do not add value and decide which activities can be 

improved. 

8. Visualize the adjusted process and continue improving it. 

This is only one part of the Value Stream Map. While the value stream analysis helps to identify 

improvement opportunities (group, 2018).  

Use and benefits of VSM in VSA 

Unlike traditional process mapping tool are VSM a mapping tool that also maps information flows, 

information signals and controls the material in the process flow. This visual representation facilitates 

the process of lean implementation. By helping to identify value-added steps in the process flow and 

eliminate those activities that are not adding value. (group, 2018)  

Using a VSM process is based on the development of maps: a map of the present and a future vision. 

The material flow will then be mapped using icons in the rich VSM icon template (group, 2018). The 

mapping is over the chosen area, which product or service is to be improved. Relevant data for each 

operation such as Push, Pull, FIFO and the amount of stock in the queue are recorded in the mapping. 

Information flow is also included to provide demand management (ACORN, 2018).  

Information needed for the flow to work is also included in the analysis of the mapping, information 

such as shift, available time, and C/T etc. To get a complete picture of what is happening physically at 

the chosen level over the mapping. Mapping can be done at different levels: global level, activity level, 

cross-functional level and activity level. (Sörqvist, 2014). 

VSM is used to highlight improvement areas for the processes (ACORN, 2018). As part of a first 

diagnosis in the VSA, VSM can select areas for improvement and then proceed to VSA. The advantage 

of developing a VSM of the selected main product by following the product's process flow is that it 

clearly shows the current situation and the future version of Lean (Bicheno, 2013). 

Proposed Process 

Based on the current analysis, a future vision is being visualized by improving value-adding steps and 

eliminating non-value-adding steps (group, 2018). 

In the case of VSA and VSM, the term Lean comes in. By working to get rid of waste and only gaining 

value in the processes. Lean production, which focuses on resource-saving and time-efficient 
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production methods. In lean production, the customer is always in focus (Nationalencyklopedin, 

2018).This means that it produces what the customer really demands and that it is done in processes 

that consume as little resources as possible. That is the thought of developing the future vision in a 

new mapping of process flows. All unnecessary steps that do not create any value for the customer 

should be eliminated (Nationalencyklopedin, 2018). 

4.2  LEAN 

Lean was developed by Toyota and is a concept of running a business against resource-efficient, fast 

and flexible processes by eliminating non-value-creating activities (Bicheno, 2013). The term lean is a 

guiding principle for industry development. It's not about a clear method or a set of tools but more 

about a way of thinking (Liker, 2009).  

Lean can be defined as efficiency, focusing on eliminating waste by just working with activities that 

create value for the customer (Liker, 2009). Respect for the individual with the purpose of creating 

involvement and commitment for everyone in the business, as well as continuous and systematic 

improvement (Liker, 2009).  

4.3 Time studies 

To analyse the three alternative methods, cycle times and lead time have been chosen as the bases. 

At the end of the process to analyse the process that consumes the least time is considered the best 

one. Further to this, it also evaluates the activity that take longer time which is an important 

information for the VSA.  

Cycle Times (C/T) is the time to perform a process or machine cycle and it is important that C/T does 

not exceed the running time. If the C/T exceeds the running time, a bottleneck occurs (Bicheno, 2013). 

The method to measure C/T is the time from the start of the work until the work on the next product 

begins (Sörenqvist, 2014). 

Lead time and throughput time are two concepts that are often mixed together. The difference is that 

lead time is the time it takes from a customer demand until the product is delivered. While the 

throughput time is the time it takes to start the product production until the product is ready. Lead 

time can in turn be broken down in the utilization of time. The utilization time in lead time is the value 

adding and non-value adding, unlike the utilization rate when it is if the machine's production speed is 

balanced. (Sörenqvist, 2014) 

4.4  Gemba 

Observation studies or also called Gemba, were choosen to see what happens physically in the 

process. All facts about the process are not documented so have to go out and see how it works. As 

for example, how specially-built machines functioned. Observation studies were therefore the easiest 

method of understanding how the current process works by physically viewing how it works. 

Gemba, go out and see with your own eyes, find facts where the activity is happening and see what 

happens physically. Implementation of new improvements takes place on the factory floor, and it is 

important not to control the office but instead have a concrete view of the activities (Bicheno, 2013). 
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Learn how the processes work, what wastes are, safety, or if the improvement work works etc. 

(Sörenqvist, 2014) 

4.5 Process Flow 

A process is defined according to Lars Sörenqvist "limited amount of coordinated activities that 

together have a specific purpose." (Sörenqvist, 2014).  

In the current project, the process flow has an important role as it evaluates the most appropriate for 

the company.  

A process can be described as flow, processing, employment, progress or development. A process 

includes the consequences of activities between a starting point and an endpoint. The starting point is 

the supplier and the end point is the customer. In between the actual process of what the customer 

has requested or ordered. (Ahlin & Marcusson, 2017) 

In all operations, there are processes of various kinds, visible as invisible and processes are a way of 

controlling the business. It means that processes develop the business as the process develops, the 

business develops in turn. With the development of processes, the business changes and the change 

affects everyone involved in the business (Ahlin & Marcusson, 2017). 

Basically, processes consist of flows consisting of materials, information and products as well as 

individuals. Processes describe flows that occur in a business. Based on the interaction between 

individuals, departments and units. A number of activities that interact and form a network and 

processes can be different in size in terms of flow. It is characterized by the fact that processes have 

determined beginning and end as well as customers and suppliers. They are repetitive, create 

customer value and have purpose and goals. (Sörenqvist, 2014) 

Processes are built up of three roles: customer, producer and supplier. All three roles are dependent 

on each other because they are actors to each other. The customer is an actor to the supplier, the 

producer is an actor to the customer and the supplier is an actor to the customer. This creates a system 

that is linked to the fact that all steps in processes are dependent on each other. A customer can also 

be the next station as an example, depending on the level of business. (Sörenqvist, 2014) 

Processes does not have to be identified or described and in turn, means that a process is not always 

needed is being worked with improvement. External requirements for needs that may exist on a 

process are legal requirements, regulatory requirements and customer requirements. (Ahlin & 

Marcusson, 2017) 

The types of processes available are the operating process, support process and management process. 

How processes are structured are clearly structured and unstructured. The clearly structured processes 

are found in high volume manufacturing operations, and the unstructured ones are in healthcare 

where the process is tailored to the individual. (Ahlin & Marcusson, 2017) 
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4.6 Plan Do Check Act 

PDCA is a method used for improvement work and helps to keep the project's workflow structured 

and PDCA stands for: Plan, Do, Check, Act (Bicheno, 2013). PDCA is a simple and popular method that 

can be applied in many areas (Redaktionen, 2018). Originally PDCA was developed to develop and 

analyse processes, the cycle combines both creative management thinking with statistical analysis and 

the concept founder of PDCA is Walter Shewhart (SkyMark, 2018).  

Areas for using PDCA may, for example, be in the development of a new process, product or service. 

When developing an area, a new improvement project begins, and then it is good to have a model to 

follow (ASQ, 2018). 

The project is structured according to a PDCA, as this layout fits well with the project description and 

implementation. First, it is planned with what would be investigated in the project and the do the 

planned tasks during the project. Check with supervisors that the work is on the right track. In order for 

the final step to hand over the results to the company so that it can be acted if a new process is to be 

introduced or continued as it is today. There are several methods and tools to use in improvement work 

and in project work. PDCA was chosen here because it has a clear structure to follow and for a personal 

purpose, would gain increased knowledge of working with this tool as it is an existing tool in project 

work. 

Steps - PDCA 

The method can also be seen as a tool to use when implementing improvement work. This tool is no 

requirement to use project work but is the most used and easy-to-understand cycle for project work 

(Bicheno, 2013). 

The method is divided into four phases corresponding to the project's workflow. The steps must be 

taken to achieve the set vision or desired future mode (Bicheno, 2013). PDCA will not be seen as a 

sequential loop and then be done, but like many small loops in the whole wheel of PDCA (Redaktionen, 

2018). Go back each step in turn and make sure that just that step is before the next step begins. The 

purpose of PDCA is to learn as much as possible during the workflow (Redaktionen, 2018). 

The image of the PDCA wheel Figure 5 PDCA illustrates what activities are common in the four phases. 
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Figure 5 PDCA 

Plan: In this phase, which is the largest and most important phase, a hypothesis about the ultimate 

goal of the project's purpose is set. Who is going to do what, identify the current situation and the 

problem, etc., and is the most important moment for continuing workflow with a good starting point 

(Bicheno, 2013). By setting out the goals of the project, how it should be implemented and designing 

appropriate changes that fit the area (Redaktionen, 2018). Everything must be fully determined and 

ready before the next phase begins. 

Do: In this phase implements solutions and the purpose of the project is to be implemented (Bicheno, 

2013). Possibilities may be provided for training in order to implement the solutions that have emerged 

during the planning phase (Redaktionen, 2018). 

Check: To then check if the set goals are achieved and evaluate what has been learned and if the 

problems are eliminated (Bicheno, 2013). The work is evaluated and analysed as reported to the 

decision maker (-s) before the work proceeds if it is necessary to be checked back to the planning phase 

(Redaktionen, 2018), if it is discovered that does not go as intended. 

Act: In order to last to standardize if everything went as planned otherwise adjust which is usually the 

most common in this phase (Bicheno, 2013). When adjusting, the entire PDCA should be repeated by 

planning and review why it did not work and how to adjust the necessary adjustments (Redaktionen, 

2018).  

4.7 Quality Function Deployment  

QFD stands for Quality Function Deployment and was founded in Japan and was introduced around 

1972 (Shillito, 1994). QFD is a tool for planning, designing and improving products or services focusing 

on what customer demands and product performance (Shillito, 1994). The person who shaped and 

developed the QFD method was Japan Hajime Makabe (Andersson, 1991).   
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What QFD focuses on within what customers demand is to streamline the process that the customer 

gets their product faster and with a few more satisfied customers. By delivering the product faster to 

the customer, it contributes to shorter development times on the product and, moreover, higher 

productivity (Andersson, 1991).   

 The basic method of QFD is the so-called "quality house". Who, what and how are the three steps that 

it worked from outside to break down and satisfy the customer with what is being demanded. Who is 

the customer, what does the customer mean and how can the wishes of the customer be satisfied 

(Andersson, 1991). Working with these issues together with the quality house based on a matrix. The 

matrix of the house is made up of different parameters (Shillito, 1994).  The parameters that build up 

the quality house are; Customer needs, Prioritized Technical Descriptions and Target, Relationship 

between customer needs and products features, planning matrix, Importance of customer needs, 

Product features and feature-to-feature (Shillito, 1994).  

 Customer needs  

What are that the customer wants and what do they need on the product.   

 Prioritized Technical Descriptions and Target 

Value the competing products and the product's ability to meet the product characteristics. 

(In this case, it is the same product and no competitor that is compared just listing what 

characteristics exist and will not change the product's properties on the two proposed 

processes). 

 Relationship between customer needs and products features 

The relationship between customer needs and product characteristics. The relationship is 

stated in high, medium and low relationship.  

 Planning matrix 

Competitors of the product (in this case, the proposed processes are compared to the current 

process). 

 Importance of customer needs  

In a scale 1-5, number 5 is the highest number and corresponds to what is most prioritized on 

products. 

 Product features  

Product characteristics of the product. 

 Feature-to-feature 

Relationship between customer needs and product characteristics. 

As a result, the matrix, the quality house, shows how well the customer's wishes meet different 

parameters (Andersson, 1991). As each box in the matrix is filled in with a symbol that shows how 

strong the connection is between the customer's wishes and the technical. Which in turn gives a value 

of whether the correlation is positive or negative (Andersson, 1991). 

The figure Figure 6 QFD, Quality house shows how the quality house is structured.    
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Figure 6 QFD, Quality house inspired by Shilliton, 1994 and Andersson, 1991 

4.8 Interview  

An interview is used in many different contexts and is a means of collecting information. Based on the 
information provided by an interview, decisions are taken and it is therefore important that the 
information provided is important because it affects the decision (Lantz, 1993). What makes an 
interview to a good interview that provides significant information is that the interviewer has a 
purpose, aware of the problem and has a specific question (Lantz, 2007). The type of interview to be 
used depends on what information is expected to be given. There are three different types of 
interviews and what sets them apart is what degree of structured they are (Lantz, 1993).  
 

 An open question poses that the interviewer can answer freely (Lantz, 1993). 

 In an entirely structured interview, the question is determined with predetermined answer 
options (Lantz, 1993). 

 Semi-structured interview that is a mixture of open and structured where there are a number 
of specific questions but without predetermined answer options (Lantz, 1993). 

  
Interviews have been chosen to be used in the project to find out and hear how processes, machines 
and working methods work on the company, see appendix 10.2-10.4. Ask questions about opportunities 
and problems about the current process and alternative manufacturing processes. 
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5 Method  

The methods of the project are PDCA, VSA, Observations studies, Time studies, QFD and interviews. 

The method PDCA have been used to keep the project structured and to achieve the project goals. The 

implementation of the chosen methods in the project are shown in Figure 7 PDCA of the project and 

also shows where the methods has been used in the project and full there purpose. 

Plan: In the planning phase, the objectives of the project are determined and the limits on how much 

will be done and how far the project will go. To get a good foundation and understanding of the current 

manufacturing process with what requirements are available and what opportunities are available, a 

value stream analysis will be made. In order to find out about the current situation, interviews, time 

studies and an identification of process flows were made in order to obtain the value stream analysis. 

The two new proposals will be based on the value stream analysis with the requirements that exist on 

the product. What opportunities exist in the existing machinery and with a solution of an external 

solution. 

Do: During the implementation phase, more frequent interviews were conducted about the existing 

machinery and data was collected to get a clear vision of future flow and manufacturing costs. 

Check: In the verification phase, it is verified with the company concerned if goals are achieved and 

manufacturing costs are corrected. The results of manufacturing costs are compiled for the three 

different manufacturing processes, which are finally analysed with pros and cons. 

Act: At the final stage of action, the final result is submitted to the company about the type of process 

that is most appropriate for them to use and to investigate. 

 

Figure 7 PDCA of the project 
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The goals and aim of the project is to develop proposals and examine manufacturing processes for fan 

walls. In order to be able to handle this required information that are collected and interviews are 

made to create understanding of the processes that should be investigated. The flowchart shows the 

order and workflow of the entered activities in the project.  

The methods VSA, Observations studies and Time studies will be used in parallel during the project. To 

get a good understanding and comprehension of today's process. In the proposed processes will be 

evaluated in a QFD chart to check that they meet the requirements. Through the whole project 

interviews will be made and when the phase “P” of the PDCA is having sufficient understanding and 

information of the current process. Implementation will be done to the proposed processes to see 

what type of manufacturing process that will be cheapest for the company. 

The flowchart Figure 8 shows the activity in project: 

 Suggestions of new processes, start to think about what can been done and what will be 

investigate.  

 Theoretical framework, find facts of how the chosen methods work and to know how things 

are going to be done during the project.  

 VSA, to know how thing works and find information’s.  

 Interviews, to get information´s of the machines work.  

 Time studies, to get the full pitcher of the VSA. Identify the process flow, what requirements 

are that. 

 Internally manufacturing process, one of the two alternative solutions. Investigate how this 

process will goes. 

 Interviews, if things possible to do and to get information’s from suppliers about cost. 

 External manufacturing process, one of the two alternative solutions. Investigate how this 

process will goes. 

 Interviews, if things possible to do and to get information’s from suppliers about cost. 

 Meets the requirement, from the VSA requirement was defined and the two methods must 

meet the requirement if not start over again until the requirement are fulfilled.   

 Compilation of data and analyses, check if all data are correct. 

 The goals/aim reached, check if the goals and aim have been reached if not something has 

been missed or have goes wrong during the project. Start over from the VSA and find were it 

have gone wrong. 

  Result, present the result of this project.  

The approach of how the theoretical frame of reference has been used to create understanding and 

achieve the set goals for the purpose of understanding the current process and providing two new 

alternatives for manufacturing process.  
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Figure 8 Flowchart 
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6 Detailed Manufacturing Processes 

This chapter presents results for VSA of the existing manufacturing process and the results of the 

suggested manufacturing process, external and internal process. This chapter to investigate the current 

processes to arrive at a result of the processes correspond to the first step of PDCA. The plan, to get a 

knowledge of the situations and to know what can be made. Later in this chapter the two suggested 

manufacturing process are present and that correspond to the second step in the PDCA. Do, after 

investigate if that is possible to use some machine in the factory and suppliers then make a future 

analyse of how the manufacturing will goes. 

6.1 Explain the current manufacturing process with the parameters that are included to VSA; Gemba, 

Process flow, VSM, Value adding and requirements.   

6.2 Explain the internal manufacturing process with a method explanations, QFD and benefits.  

6.3 Explain the external manufacturing process with a method explanations, QFD and benefits. 

To gain understanding of the current situation and to be able to analyse improvements. It is decided 

to start with VSA by making a map of the process flow and one VSM to see the process steps with 

information. Interviews with operators at stations and operators handling the machinery were made 

to gain more understanding of problems and limitations in the machinery. 

In the internal solution, it is assumed that the performance will have the same technical function and 

strength. Because the design of the fan wall will look the same as it does today in the constructions 

and design, just the processing steps that are changed. To find out the costs and time, it has been 

calculated on similar processing activities.  

In the external solution, it is assumed that the performance will have the same technical function and 

strength. Because the design of the collar will look the same as the collar does today in the 

constructions. To find out the costs, a rough model will be done in CAD from the design department 

for take to purchase to get an estimated price to count on. The time it takes to mount the screw is 

based on basis analysis from the company. The cost is calculated on similar processing activities from 

the company.   
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Figure 9 Presentations of the step Plan and Do in the PDCA 

6.1 Current manufacturing process 

The current manufacturing process consist of three different machines and these three machines are 

in the following order of Stopa, Bending machine for the collar and bending machine for the edges. 

And that is how the process flows goes for the current manufacturing process.   

Stopa 

Stopa is a warehouse that is handling raw materials and processed materials. By means of raw 

materials, it is meant that the material has not been processed in the factory because the plate has 

not obtained the correct fixture by punching. In Stopa that is loading itself in and out the material to 

the punching on the pallet in the warehouse is automatically taken care of.  

The untreated material is loaded on a pallet which Stopa, in turn, sends to punching which is an integral 

part of the Stopa area. There the plate gets its correct fixture and punched holes, which are then 

automatically sent back into the warehouse when all the material on the pallet is processed. The pallet 

with the processed material is sent out at a specific location for the stock Stopa for further processing 

of the material. 

See Figure 10 STOPA for a picture of Stopa.   
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Figure 10 STOPA 

Bending machine for the collar 

The bending machine is a custom-made machine from Nossebro as seen in Figure 11 Bending machine 

for the colla and was installed in the factory in 2001. The operation of the machine is as follows: 

Before the fan wall can be placed manually by the operator, the machine must be rigged. For each size 

of fan wall, there is an associated program fixture that must be rigged before processing. The program 

fixture consists of a ring that must have the same diameter size that the collar has. Also, stop blocks 

must be fixed to get millimetres of accuracy. If the dimensions of the collar deviate by some 

millimetres, it will cause problems in later assembly. Under the fixture of the ring in the machine, there 

are sensors that count the number of turns that the wheel should go around to give the correct shape 

of the collar. When shaping the collar, it is a wheel that presses the sheet upwards until the correct 

shape of the collar is made by rolling the wheel with a winch, see attached figure. 

The sequence of bending the collar is that after the program fixture is rigged and the machine is 

running, the fan wall is pressed with four weights pushing a force downwards. As the fan wall is pressed 

downwards to hold down while processing, the edges of the fan wall cannot be bent before bending. 

Because the fan wall must be completely flat against the machine. It is the limitation in this machine 

of how the process can proceed, in which order all process steps can take place. 

 

Figure 11 Bending machine for the collar 
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Bending machine for the edges 

The machine Figure 12 Bending machine for the edges is used to make edges on the fan wall and are 

dependent of an operator who performs the work of placing the plate in the machine and rigging the 

tools to be used for the respective size. The bending machine for the edges has the drawings 

programmed into a handheld computer that is connected to the machine with all the information 

needed for the operator. 

The plate is inserted into the machine on a plate to avoid non-ergonomic heavy lifting. For each 

bending, the sequence looks the same as the operator controls when the machine by using a foot pedal 

for lower down the tool to bend to the edge of the plate. 

 

Figure 12 Bending machine for the edges  

6.1.1 Gemba 

The fan wall get the right fixture in Stopa where the sheet get punched out by selecting the appropriate 

program for the corresponding size to run. After the sheet has the right fixture the pallet with the all 

processed materials on send out to the assembly are for bending.  

The bending machine for the collar bends the steel sheet by cold pressing. The wheel rolls around the 

plate until it has got the right fixture of the collar.  

Problems with this process steps is to make the collar on smaller plates. Because the collar does not 

always take right shape and it becomes like an air bubble or the steel sheet get stuck in the machine, 

problems that occasionally arise. No problem with larger fan walls. 

The plate is then picked for bending, which is mostly adjacent to the collar machine. The smaller sizes 

are more sensitive to millimetre errors in bending, important to ensure that all small edges enter the 

machine to avoid this error. It will affect later assembly if the holes are not in the right place and the 

corners match. The larger sizes are not as sensitive to any millimetre errors. 

In an automated bending process, the plate is fixed in the middle of a force such as the pressure fixed 

plate and the same type of error does not occur as in manual work. Automatically adds the programs 

to the buzzer, the programming of how to bend. The program is called Bybase bystonic. It's just for 
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bending not the preparation of the plate that the installers are programming. After bending the edges, 

the process is done. 

6.1.2 The process flow 

There are three activities in the process of manufacturing the fan wall as seen in Figure 13 The process.  

The figure presents how the process. The input represents the raw material, the process shows the 

material input and handling and   the output as a finished product, the fan wall.   

 

Figure 13 The process 

6.1.3 VSM 

Value stream mapping, Figure 14 Value stream mapping, of the current state, the information about 

the processes steps are presented in an index of 100 and that is the value for the current process. 

This value are what the other two process will be compared to. 

 

Figure 14 Value stream mapping 
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In the VSM the cycle time is identify by stop watch records and the setup times as well. The lead time 
are calculated by adding the cycle time for each process step multiplied the batch sizes and add the 
setup time for the machines. This was made because to make good basis and knowledge to start at 
and to know how the current process look today. The shift, machines availability and optimize the 
setup time are not included in this VSM because of that was not a priory  by the company and also the 
VSM purpose in this case are to get a pitcher of how the manufacturing process goes. How the process 
flow goes, which steps are included and knowledge of the fan wall. Knowledge of how manufacturing 
process can changes and make the process to a simpler manufacturing process and also the value 
adding of the whole product.  
 

6.1.4 Value adding  

In the current process which dose fulfil all the key requirement, because the key requirements for the 

units demanded by customers are features that are installed in other process flows in the factory. And 

because of the key requirements the units have characterises of: 

 Vibration dampeners 

 Soft coupling between the fan inlet and unit wall  

 Compact dimensions in all joints.  

 Product quality and functional quality 

 Desired design  

 The direction of the airflow 

 Design  

 The design is a tool for the prices Swegon has on its products, the customer buying an 

expensive product, the product is also perceived as an expensive product not only 

having the function of a quality product. 

 As the aggregate has a grey color to fit into the outdoor environment.  

 That the handles are comfortable to hold for opening and closing. 

6.1.5 Manufacturing requirements 

The manufacturing requirements for the current process that the product must result in: 

 Low noise  

 Less vibrations    

There are no special design requirements on the fan wall because the customers do not see the fan 

wall, but the fan wall requirements are low noise and fewer vibrations is because the units are placed 

close to humans. Because if it does, noise and vibrations will be generated. Swegon's products are 

located close to people, such as in public places like in schools or in private homes. Therefore, it is very 

important in the new processes that it is suggested that they do not affect the fan wall in any way that 

makes the fan wall unable to meet these requirements. 

6.2 Internal manufacturing process  

After the step “Plan” what type of machines can be used and can produce the fan wall it result to the 

step “DO” in the PDCA for this project. To do an investigations of this type manufacturing process of 
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how it would go and find the benefits with the process, and this is for both internal and external process. 

Which are shown and explained in the chapter Method.  

In the internal manufacturing process there are two machines which are going to be used, Salvagnini 

and hydraulic press. 

Salvagnini 

In the machine park, there are three Salvagnini machines and they are called Line1, Line2 and Line3. 

A Salvagnini machine is a highly automated machine that punches and bends sheet metal in a single 

flow. The machines can handle plates of thickness 1.0, 1.25 and 1.5 millimetres. Maximum sizes of 

sheet that can go through in the flow are 3x1.5m in the punch and in the bending section 2.5x1.5m. 

The common thing with the three Salvagnini machine lines is that they follow the same sequence of 

first picking up raw material, punching and last bending. All plates are manufactured in the mounting 

arrangement that the operators will pick out on the pallet on which the plate is set. The plate is 

placed on the pallet by turning on each other because the collar should not lie and scratch against 

the sheet walls. Because the walls are of different sizes, it works without causing a wall to crack. 

When programming the punching, the sharp edges will be placed so that they come inside the sheet 

wall, the inside of how the latter will be mounted in the final stage. The sharp edges that occur 

during the punching are small edges and because the sheet is against sheet metal it can cause 

scratches. 

The essential difference between Line1 and Line2, Line3 is that there is a Z-pusher, it is a control that 

checks whether the plate has reached the tape correctly before the sheet is bent. If the plate has 

failed, everything stops. Which does not happen in Line1, with this being saved on bending blade and 

segments in Line2 and Line3. The robot in Line2 and Line3 can pick other types of fixtures compared 

to Line1 due to the design of the suction cups. 

Line1 is the oldest machine that was installed first and is the one used the least, running 

approximately one load per shift. Line1's flow in the Salvagnini is in the following sequence: 

First, the raw material is collected from the stock and enters the punching section. After the sheet 

has been punched out, it is possible to pick out the plate before the sheet goes into the bending 

section. This process is possible only in Line1. The plate is then sent to the bending machine and in 

Line1's bending section there are limitations on the details that can be bent. The limitations are that 

the machine does not know if the plate is perfectly positioned before bending starts. Of which only 

major details are made that do not require the exact accuracy of tolerances that require less or more 

complex fixtures. The tolerances at each turn, bending, barely notice the major details if the plate 

has reached a millimetre error. After bending the sheet is lifted to the pallet by means of a robot. 

Line2 is installed a couple of years after Line1 and the sequence goes on in the same way as in Line1, 

but the process differs with the ability to extract the material between the punch and the bending 

does not exist. Without the plate going completely automatically from flat plate to punched and bent 

sheet which is placed on a pallet rack in the correct mounting arrangement. The difference between 
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Line2 and Line3 is that Line2 is faster on punching and bending and that there is a motor to the gate 

where the raw material is loaded. 

Hydraulic press 

The process for the hydraulic press is very short and simple. First the sheet puts in the machine and 

get the right fixture by two weights, the pressing tools, go together. The sheet punches to the right 

shape and fixture through this processing’s way. Requirements in this machine are that the tool cannot 

be bigger than the size of 1100X1100 cm because of limitations in the machines. The table in the 

machine that the tool get stuck into are in the size of 1200X1400. 

Depending of the size of the fan wall this process required one or two operators. When one operator 

can handle the fan wall, the machine can drives in an automatic way. When the fan wall is too big for 

one operator the machines drives in a manually way. When it is two operators, the process enters a 

manual job when the plate protrudes from the machine and ends in a position in the sensor area. For 

smaller sizes where the plate is completely inside the machine, the process is an automatic process. 

The difference is that the operator controls the machine through a control in the manual work when 

the tool is to be squeezed together and that the machine controls it by itself in the automatically work. 

6.2.1 Manufacturing explanations  

The raw material which is untreated material, will be added to the Salvagnini´s stocks, which 

downloads the material that is on a cart and sends the plate into the Salvagnini. There will be line2 or 

in line3 that will be used in this manufacturing process.  

When the plate has gone through the Salvagnini with the batch size 100, the plate takes to the 

hydraulic press. The hydraulic press has the same set time regardless of size and with batch sizes in 

today's manufacturing process, it will result in high set time costs that will be far from reasonable to 

have and in a non-ergonomic work with having to adjust as often. The batch size that make it to a 

reasonable cost in set time and in an ergonomic work for the operators that will work with this process 

are to the batch size 100. After the plate goes through the process of the hydraulic press and is the 

final step in this type of manufacturing process. 

For this type of process, tools is required for the hydraulic press to be purchased. Tools to shape the 

right size and shape of the collar on the fan wall. The tool will then be purchased from Finstansteknik 

AB in Ulricehamn and with a price indication from Finstansteknik AB, the purchase costs will end up 

for the respective size. In appendix 11.1 Purchase price Table 1 Purchase price are the percent that will 

be add on each individual fan wall for five years. See chapter 7.3 Cost for explanations of percent that 

will be add for the fan walls for five years.  

Why use Finstansteknik AB as a supplier in the project where suppliers should not be compared to find 

the cheapest, is because it is a supplier Swegon Operations AB has suggested for this project. With this 

background and recommendations from Swegon to use Finstansteknik AB as a basis for the project to 

obtain and calculate purchasing costs for tools for the hydraulic press. 
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6.2.2 QFD 

This QFD Figure 15 QFD Internally process shows how the new manufacturing process fulfil the 

requirements from the customer and the product.  

Who is the customer, what the customer wants and how can the company satisfy their customers 

according to their needs. The customer requirements are already identified from the company and 

they have good experience how to fulfil the requirements. In addition, it will not be further elaborated 

on how it is identified and investigated in terms of customer requirements and product requirements. 

However, the current study will analyse that how existing requirements remain fulfilled in future also.  

Through the QFD tool to analyse that the new proposed manufacturing process maintains the 

customer requirements and product requirements on the product. The following results are presented 

in the "Quality House" in Figure 15 QFD Internally process. In the "Relationship between customer 

needs and products features" box, see Chapter 4.7 for explanation, sees how customer requirements 

and product requirements meets. Through three different levels of; low, medium and high.  

That is how well the new manufacturing process can affect and how well it meets the requirements. 

In the internal process, it will not affect the product's final result against today's process, the current 

process, of requirements and in performance and quality. Because the design and the material are the 

same on the fan wall and no new material or items on the fan wall has been introduced during the 

manufacturing process. Those with a high relationship are analysed that the requirements of a low 

noise level will be met to the fact that there is one single full detail, the fan wall. The risk of air being 

able to pass through the fan wall in some another way then it supposed to do is extremely low / not 

available. The requirements of less vibrations are analysed to ensure that the fan wall looks exactly the 

same as the current process results in the appearance of the fan wall. But the relationship to the 

compact leader assumes that it will not affect with it for sure it should be tested in testing, which is 

beyond the boundaries of this project. 

The design of the product will be the same but to influence the product design the entire 

manufacturing process is needed to be redesigned. Of which the relationship is set to medium, the 

design meets all the requirements that exist today, but in order to develop or influence the design of 

the fan wall, there are limitations on how the internal process is going to be described in chapter 6.2.1. 

In quality, the final product should be tested in measurements to be able to fully assure that the quality 

is maintained in a new manufacturing process. But because the internal manufacturing process 

provides the most accurate detail of the fan wall, it can be said with relatively safe analyses that the 

quality is maintained. 

To the right of "Relationship between customer needs and products features" see "Importance of 

customer needs" that has the most important and prioritized low noise levels and less vibration. Which 

is based on the fact that the product that the company delivers to customers end up in environments 

where people are located, indoor climate. In "Planning matrix", which means that companies own 

product is to be compared to competing products, in this case, comparing the internal process to the 

current process. Which results in both processes meeting the product requirements and meeting 

customer requirements. 
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In the Planning matrix the both manufacturing process fulfilling the requirements by the current one 

are a process that the company have worked and developed by themselves. The internal process 

fulfilling the requirements because the fan wall are not changed and this kind of process can achieve 

the requirements for performance and quality without degradation on the entire product. Because of 

that the fan wall will look at the same as today and no new material.  

 

 

Figure 15 QFD Internally process 

6.2.3 Benefits  

This type of manufacturing process produces a process with fewer manufacturing steps and a minor 

manual work that operators do not need to handle the plate as much. In today's process the operators 

lift the plate into the machine and handles the fan wall in the both bending machines. With this type 

of process, internal process, the fan walls are placed on a pallet from the Salvagnini and take the pallet 

with the fan walls to the hydraulic press. In the hydraulic press the plate is handled by operator or 

operators to insert the fan wall into the machine either manually or by help with a tool, depending on 

the weight. 

6.3 External manufacturing process 

In the external manufacturing process is the Salvagnini will be used as a first process step and in the 

second process steps will be that the collar of the fan wall are in plastics and are going to be mounted 
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on the fan wall by screws. The collar of the fan wall are going to be delivered by a supplier to the 

company. The supplier that are going to manufacturing the collar are from Götene.   

This type of manufacturing requirements the machine Salvagnini and one operations for get stuck the 

plastic sack into the fan wall.  For explanations of the Salvagnini see chapter 6.2 internal manufacturing 

process – Salvagnini.  

Mounting the collar 

For mounting the collar, it is based on the process of:  

 Retrieving tools and a handful of screw. 

 Screws in the screw and walking around the fan wall because of ergonomic reasons.  

 Even leaving the tool, screwdriver, and tightening of the screws. 

6.3.1 Manufacturing explanations   

The process flow for the external manufacturing process has two processing steps and are depending 

on one supplier for the collar. The collar is going to be made of plastic, in the plastic and will be 

delivered in batches of 1200 and 1300. The batches depends on the manufacturing of the plastic collar 

will be too high to produce in the batches of 32, 48 and 64 and also the supplier can´t produce the 

plastic collar in less batches.  

How the process flow will go is that the plate will first go through the Salvagnini machine in Line2 or 

Line3 and get the shape with the edges and the hole in the middle but not the collar will be made. 

After the process step Salvagnini the plate takes to the second process step, the external collar of the 

plastic is mounted on and attached with screw. This supplier for the collar is a supplier that Swegon 

Operations AB already has and the supplier should not be compared whit other company in this 

project. After this two processing steps this process flow is finish.  

6.3.2 QFD 

This QFD Figure 16 QFD External process shows how the new manufacturing process fulfil the 

requirements form the customers and the product.  

See chapter 6.2.2 for a description of how QFD has been used in this project, in the following will 

describe how it is analysed that the external manufacturing process meets product requirements and 

customer requirements. In the box "Relationship between customer needs and products features" the 

big difference is the requirements for low noise levels and less vibrations.  

How the customer requirements meet the product requirements are analysed that the plastic collar 

attached to the fan wall with a screw will cling and handle the stresses that the air pressure will emit 

from the fan attached to the fan wall.  

But how well the final product performance will meet the requirements must be tested in the test 

centre that is outside the boundaries of this project. The design is analysed that it will provide 

increased possibilities with the external process of developing and influencing the design of the fan 
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wall. The quality of the final product for the external process assumes that requirements are meet but 

testing should been done to ensure quality and performance fulfil the requirements of the product. 

 

For the external process, there is no difference in "Importance of customer needs" as in Figure 15 QFD, 

as it is the exact same product but with another manufacturing process. In "Planning matrix" where 

the external process compares to today's process, there is some uncertainty about low noise levels 

and less vibrations really meet the product requirements. Because a fan wall with a plastic collar is not 

present in the current process for the fan walls being analysed. Therefore with definite certainty it 

cannot be said that this type of process will meet the requirements in performance and quality. 

In the Planning matrix the current process fulfilling requirement as explained in chapter 6.2.2. The 

external process has some uncertain if the process can fulfill all requirement because of that are a new 

design of the collar at the fan wall and new material. This can only by tested in the test center which 

doesn’t have been done for today. How will the fan wall fulfill the low noise level and less vibrations 

with the plastic collar when there is no fan wall that look like this today has to be tested first. After 

that it can be said that this process fulfill de requirement.   

 

 

Figure 16 QFD External process 
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6.3.3 Benefits  

With this type of process there are opportunities to change the design of the collar or ability to 

interfere with components or details into the collar if desired. Change the constructions of the collar 

is an opportunity as well when the collar is not a fixed part of the fan wall.  
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7 Result and Comparative Analysis 

In this chapter, Advantages and disadvantages, lead times and costs will be compared and this 

corresponds to the step "Control" in PDCA. After planning and Do and reviewing the three different 

manufacturing processes to now perform an analysis of comparisons to recommend a manufacturing 

process to the company. 

7.1 Advantages and disadvantages  

Current manufacturing process 

Each manufacturing process has its advantages and today's process is a process that has been around 

for several years and the company knows how it works. Is a “safe” process, they know how this one 

works and knows the problem with it. Not any new cost will come in the picture accept if something 

has to maintain with the machines. The most important advantage of the current manufacturing 

process is that this process is the one with the lowest number of batch sizes. That cause fewer space 

in the manufacturing compared to the other two alternative types of manufacturing processes. If this 

process is to be continued, minor adjustments are required that have been identified under VSA in the 

step Gemba. Adjustments for minor maintenance on the machine that operators have identified as 

minor problems. The disadvantages are that is things in the process that can be better or be fixed like, 

the machine that bends the collar with repairer and see if the machine can be some rebuilt. Opinions 

from the operators have been taken on the process today.   

Internal manufacturing process 

With the internal manufacturing process, it produces a manufacturing process that becomes more or 

less fully automated. The material is only handled by operators in one process step towards two that 

are in today's manufacturing process. On the other hand, larger batch sizes result in this type of process 

as the hydraulic press has a high set up time, which requires higher batch sizes to make it profitable 

and ergonomic for those who work with the machine. The batch sizes will be at least twice as big and 

two intermediate layers will be needed for this process. One between Salvagnini and the hydraulic 

press and one after the hydraulic press. This reduces intermediate layers from four to two. Compared 

to the current process that has layers for the following; raw material, punched sheet, safety bearings 

(used when needed) and between collision and bending. The biggest disadvantages of this process are 

that expensive tools for the hydraulic press are needed to be purchased in order to produce and 

manufacture the collar. 

External manufacturing process 

With the external process, it results in a more flexible process that the design of the collar in the fan 

wall can change or intrigue parts to the collar if wanted, that do not go with the other two types of the 

manufacturing process. On the other hand, it is a process that requires larger operating work with the 

collar to be attached with a screw to the fan wall and that effect a more non-ergonomic process 

compared to the other two.  This type of process will result in a more operator job with the screws, 

become a process with more manually activity. The disadvantages are the new items coming into the 

company to be stocked, the plastic collar and screws, which contributes to a more administrative work 

with product structures and supplier orders. From the manufacturer who made the plastic collar, it 
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was in batch sizes that corresponded to about half the annual production and provides a very large 

stockholding in the company.  

7.2 Lead times 

Current manufacturing process consists of three steps and compared to the two proposed 
manufacturing processes consisting of two steps.  
 
But it will be misleading as seen in Table 5 Average Lead Time when comparing lead times for processes 
because to the fact that batch sizes are changing. As batch sizes increase in the two proposed 
processes, the lead time for manufacturing the fan walls increases. As it appears in the batch sizes for 
each process are the following: 
 
• Today's process: 48, 64 and 32 in all process steps, depending on the size of the fan wall. 
• Internal process: 100 in all process steps and in all sizes of the fan wall. 
• External process: 100 in Salvagnini and 48, 64 and 32 in mounting of the plastic collar depending on 
the size of the fan wall. 
 
Today's 48, 64 and 32 and the internal is in batches of 100 and in the external it is estimated that 100 
runs in Salvagnini. When assembling collars that batches will be in batches that correspond to today's 
48, 64 and 32. Because of ergonomic reasons and to produce in sizes of 1300 and 1200 that the supplier 
deliver in are not logic to produce in for this detail. Read Chapters 6.2 and 6.3 for explanation why 
batch sizes increase in the two proposed processes. 
 
All times are based on machine times, times between each operation step are not included. If it takes 
longer to move the material between the steps of operation, it does not appear and why it has only 
been calculated on the time it takes for the operation step and not the time between it is because to 
make such a fair comparison possible. The two proposed processes were only available to find out 
what each process step could take and because of that its only have been calculated on machine time. 
 
The lead times presented in Table 5 for each process (the current, internal and external manufacturing 

process) are based on stop watch recorded time, simulation (program at company) and analysis. These 

recorded times should be seen as an average time when there are human factors that may affect the 

lead times. Such as experienced operators or material is not in place. Lead times are only calculated 

on machine times and not set up times and a deeper discussion about why is done in chapter 8.3. 

The cycle time identified for today's process as seen in VSM, Figure 14 value stream mapping, for the 
current process is not comparable to the two proposed processes. Because the times for the proposed 
processes are calculated from simulations (Program at company) and analyses and because of that it 
is not possible to repeat repeated stop watch recoded time to validate the cycle time. Therefore, only 
the lead time for the entire manufacturing process for the three different processes is compared with 
an average time.  

7.3 Costs 

For each manufacturing process, the cost has been based on: Material Cost, Supplier Cost, Shipping 
Cost, Direct Pay Operator, Direct Pay set up, Machine Cost, Machine Set up Cost, Manufacturing Cost 
Piece, and Manufacturing Costs set. 
These costs are classified as variable costs and manufacturing costs. What varies between the three 

different manufacturing costs is the variable costs, with results in a lower manufacturing cost. Even if 
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the machine cost are higher compared to the current process. Because to the fact that the costs for 

Set up times are greatly reduced, see Appendix 10.5 Manufacturing Cost. 

Also, it should take into account that the manufacturing cost of each process is based on the fact that 

the process is in the factory and the process is running. Non-purchase of machines and costs for 

switching to a new process are not included in the manufacturing cost. Costs for storage locations and 

the addition of floor areas as well as the annual interest rate for purchasing a new machine are not 

included in the calculations. 

Appendix 10.1 Purchase price provides the percentage for each fan wall at year to be applied for new 

machine purchases. How much percent the extra cost will last for five years, which is the economic life 

of the earned price of the machine. The percent is based on what the tool or machine cost to buy and 

is divide at five years and the year’s productions of the fan wall. To get the percent to add on the 

manufacturing cost during five years.    

The process of the lowest manufacturing cost is the internal process. With this type of process, it gives 

a reduction of 17.05% - 23.10% per manufactured detail against the most expensive manufacturing 

process that is today's process.  

7.4 Sustainability  

How the three different types of manufacturing processes affect sustainable development are the big 

difference in the manufacturing process the external collar. That kind of process will require more 

material and new material. Mostly, there should be so little difference in the material throughout the 

product for easier recycling of all material. Between current and the internal process, there is no 

difference in the product itself, but instead it is how the different machines are used in the processes. 

How the various machines affect the environment with what they have for energy and environmental 

impact. The energy consumption of the machines and what the machines have for the environmental 

impact should be look at instead. 

7.5 Results of the project 

The manufacturing process with the lowest cost for the fan walls is the internal process. This type of 

result in a reduction of 17 %- 23 % manufacturing cost at each fan wall. In a years it result in a 

reduction of 19% compared to the current manufacturing process of how much it cost to process fan 

walls. The external manufacturing process have a reductions of 15 % - 21 % manufacturing cost at 

each fan wall. In a year this process result in a reduction of 17 % compared to the current 

manufacturing process of how much it cost to process fan walls. But the purchasing price is not 

included here, just the cost of the manufacturing process.  

The suggested manufacturing process to the company are the internal process because of the 

manufacturing cost. Also it is a process that has the same batch sizes through the all process steps 

which make the process more lean. Instead to make 100 fan walls in the Salvagnini and need to stock 

them in batches of 52, 32 and 68 when the all fan walls cannot be handled in the process for 

mounting the plastic collar. Process step for the plastic collar can handle batches in 48, 64 and 32. 

And also more lean with less operators job in the internal manufacturing process. The internal 
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manufacturing process give a higher lead times as seen in appendix 10.6 but with a higher batch sizes 

is important to notes.  
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8 Discussion and Limitations  

8.1 Data collection to VSA 

Choosing and collecting the right data of times and costs has been a challenge in the project. Be able 

to interpret what is important and provide the right information for this project. Difficulties in the 

project have been to interpret all information about today's manufacturing process on what 

information to use. What information should be used and how thorough it should be. Then there was 

a lot of information that was available, information about costs for materials and administration, of 

everything in the manufacturing. Choosing the data relevant to this project was not simple at first. 

After getting deeper understanding on the project and what should be analysed it was easier and 

helped by staff at Swegon Operations AB who helped in explaining how all information from 

documents should be interpreted. 

The difficult with the calculation of the current process was that the values chosen to be counted 

should be values that the two proposed processes would also be based on to get as good a comparison 

as possible. The selected parameters were basic information such as machine costs and payment for 

the operators, to get as smooth and fair comparison of the processes as possible. Storage space costs 

and interest for purchased tools or machine are parameters that will affect but have been chosen to 

not look at. 

8.2 Process development difficulties 

Difficulties with development of the two alternative processes was to be adapted to the supplier with 

the need to convert batch sizes. Although it would be an estimated price from the supplier, it was 

forced to identify and provide as much information as possible. In order to get a good value and price 

to understand. 

Difficulties in the production of the two new alternative manufacturing processes were to calculate 

manufacturing costs. Identify the costs that should be included and accrue as well as obtain prices 

from the supplier. In order to obtain such good value for manufacturing costs, it was compelled to 

count on the batch size that the supplier could deliver in or to the size an operator would like to drive 

in the hydraulic press. With a change in batch size, it resulted in a change in inventory. However, there 

was no time to look at what it would cost and if there were opportunities for such a change. What the 

pros and cons of a larger stockholding have for the company with this product. 

8.3 Accounting of data 

1. How data values about costs and times would be presented in work outside the company 

because the same data value cannot be issued with precise values because of confidentiality 

policy and initially it was not easy before results from the complete alternative processes. Then 

they could be compared and a difference could get. The percentage difference is entirely fine 

from the company to present. 

 

2. Values about costs and times were not given away from the company because of 

confidentiality was not easy at first. Be able to report a result that shows the difference and a 

clear value of what each manufacturing process has. At first it was not very simple, before 
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the results of the alternative processes were completed. Then they could be compared and a 

difference could be obtained.  

During the value stream analysis, the times were identified by stop watch records for the current 

manufacturing process. The time is recorded on different operators with four repetitions as per size 

the fan walls gave a variation of plus minus of a few seconds. 

For the internal manufacturing process it was through simulation for the Salvagnini machine and 

estimated time through a similar detail manufacturing process in the hydraulic press today. The time 

given for this type of process gave an exact time but it is not monitored by the operators and not 

through repeated times. The same goes for the external process where times are from taken from 

simulation and analyze as per actual time taken by manufacture for each process step. The time taken 

by the two proposed manufacturing processes cannot be explained with 100 percent certainty, as it is 

not an existing process to get a fair average time. 

The manufacturing process time is considered as an average time, because each fan wall does not take 

the same exact time duration to produce. In each manufacturing process there is at least one process 

step in which operator is included and cannot perform a work in exactly the same time duration. 

Depending on how knowledgeable the operator interacts with the process step, how quickly the 

process step is carried out will affect the entire result of the lead time of the manufacturing process. 

Therefore, these times as shown with percentages against today's process should be seen as an 

average time and not as an exact value in the table 5. 

Reducing the set times in the processes have not been analysed or investigated through SMED analyses 

to find improvements that may affect lower batch sizes. Because this is not the priority from the 

company and after company has determined what kind of process they will do optimization of the 

process. Of which no deeper analysis has been made to explain how each process would go for most 

optimizations such as reducing setup times. As this is to be seen as a basis for the company and after 

a choice of companies, there is more to consider as suppliers, batch sizes and see if the plastic collar 

fulfill the requirements. That are some things to checking on before a new manufacturing process can 

be introduced. 

Because of that, it is beyond the boundaries of this project to work with SMED and for the purpose of 

producing new proposals for manufacturing processes. Not to improve the setup time of the existing 

machinery, but it is something that should be investigated to find superior improvements to a 

smoother production. That will not only affect the manufacturing process of the fan walls without all 

the details running in the machines with set up times. Machine availability is not identified during the 

analysis because the focus of the study is to introduce and compare the manufacturing process but 

not the availability of existing machines. At the time of proposing new manufacturing processes, one 

cannot clearly identify the downtime and possible failures in the machine.  

8.4 The implementation   

With the result in hand now that the project is completed and can look back at the project, it can be 

found that the project has worked well. During certain periods of time, the work has worked better 

and performed well and during certain periods of time the work has had some disruptions in the form 
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of unexpected problems. The unexpected problems were that the work had to been new planned a 

little soon after the start of the work, because that the work was a little too extensive to be done 

during the set time period for one person to implement. Now when the thesis project has now reached 

the goals and purpose of the work. All documentation of the work has been conducted continuously 

and the biggest challenge with the documentation for the report is that it has first in English. The choice 

of doing it in English was a personal choice, but it has taken longer than expected to write an entire 

report in English. What has been instructive and will bring me personally to future situations is to work 

with a project entirely independently under stress and time requirements. Which has been very 

instructive and thanks to helpful staff at Swegon Operations AB in Kvänum, this work has been carried 

out. 

8.5  Recommendations for future work 

Recommendations for further analyses of the manufacturing process chosen from the company are to 
optimize the analysis more accurately about manufacturing costs. Check on design and construction 
and to investigate that the new process results in the product at least maintaining the same quality 
and performance for the required requirements. 
Recommendations for further analyses of this work is to investigate what the times between each 

process step take for a full lead time, storage costs for the different batch sizes and costs that are 

incurred around the processes such as floor space, interest on purchased tools. Fully investigate that 

the performance and quality of the two alternative manufacturing methods hold the requirements. 

Also to look at the machines setup times and try to reduce the time with SMED-analyses or in 

another way to reduce the setup time.   
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9 Conclusions  

This part also present the step “ACT” in PDCA. Act if all goals are fulfilled and give recommendations to 

the company for future analyses. 

9.1 The project   

The first goal is to “Identify key characteristics of the product and requirements for the manufacturing 

process and explain the state of the current manufacturing process“. The key characteristics was 

identified with that product has low noise and less vibrations, also Vibration dampeners, Soft coupling 

between the fan inlet and unit wall, Compact dimensions in all joints, Product quality and functional 

quality and Desired design. Explain the state of the current manufacturing process was explained with 

a VSA and VSM.  

After the first goal was achieved the second goal is to “Investigate to given alternative solutions on 

manufacturing methods like internal changes in the manufacturing process and an external solution of 

the collar on the fan wall.” Two solutions have been investigating as alternative to the company, one 

internal and one external manufacturing process. Explained how the processing flow will goes and 

work, also the advantages and disadvantages of them.  To do that interviews with operators in the 

manufacturing about the machines and if it possible to do that kind of manufacturing process. If the 

machines can produce the fan wall in another way and if operator themselves can handle and work 

with the new suggested solutions.  

And for the last goal it is to “Compare the three different methods, to make suggestion for the future 

manufacturing process. Based on identified critical characteristics like manufacturing cost, lead time 

i.e. and advantages /disadvantages of the processes.” The three different methods of manufacturing 

process have been compered and the one that will be suggested to the company are the internal 

manufacturing process for the fan wall. That’s because of that is the process with the lowest 

manufacturing cost and also that the company have all the machines in the manufacturing. It easier to 

repair the hydraulic press then the bending machine for the collar which are a custom made machine.    

These three goals present the purpose of the project are the steps that have to be fulfilled to reach 

the purpose and find the answer for the purpose. The purpose of the project is to investigate the 

current process and two alternative processes. To find the most profitable manufacturing process for 

the fan wall. This was made by analysing the current process of making a value stream analysis and 

analysing the collected information of all process. To see and find advantages and disadvantages of 

the different manufacturing process and to find the manufacturing processes that requires the lowest 

manufacturing cost. The result of this resulted in that the manufacturing process of the internal 

manufacturing process is the process with the lowest manufacturing cost.  
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10  Appendix  

10. 1 Purchase price 

Every manufacturing has a purchase price for a tool, this table show how much perches at every fan 

wall in five years.  

Tablel 1 Purchase price 

Name Current Internally External 

Fan Wall GO/SI 012 0,040 % 0,040 % 0,040 % 

Fan Wall GO/SI 020 RX 0,037 % 0,037 % 0,037 % 

Fan Wall GO/SI 030 0,050 % 0,050 % 0,050 % 

Fan Wall GO/SI 040 0,063 % 0,063 % 0,063 % 

 

10.2 Interview questions identify the Value stream analysis 

 

How does each process step work? 

 

What are the limitations in the process step? 

 

What opportunities are available in the process step? 

 

 

10.3 Interview questions for internal and external processes 

How do the machines work in the existing machine park? 

 

What possibilities are available in the existing machine park? 

 

Is it possible to produce the fan wall with today's design in the machine? 
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What problems or limitations can occur with the new process? 

 

 

 

10.4 Interview questions for suability 

How does Swegon work with sustainable development? 

 

How do you look at the areas of society, economics and ecology in sustainable development? 

 

 

10.5 Manufacturing cost 

In Table 2, 3 and 4 are the manufacturing cost for each manufacturing process and all parameters 

included and affect the result of the manufacturing price. In Table 3 and 4 it is the percentage 

difference compared to the current process for each input parameter. 

How it has been calculated: 

Formel 1 Manufacturing cost 

𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 =
The new manufacturing cost

Todays manufacturing cost
 

Table 2 current process manufacturing cost 

Material Supplier D.P. 

operator 

D.P. 

setup 

Variable 

costs 

Manufacturing 

Cost Piece 

Manufacturing 

Costs set 

Machine 

cost 

piece 

Machine 

cost 

setup 

Total 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
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Table 3 Internally process manufacturing cost 

Material Supplier D.P. 

operator 

D.P. 

setup 

Variable 

costs 

Manufacturing 

Cost Piece 

Manufacturing 

Costs set 

Machine 

cost 

piece 

Machine 

cost 

setup 

Total 

100% 100% 39% 22% 78% 39% 22% 229% 203% 82% 

100% 100% 34% 25% 83% 34% 25% 184% 247% 82% 

100% 100% 26% 42% 86% 26% 41% 154% 414% 82% 

100% 100% 26% 15% 82% 26% 15% 152% 135% 76% 

 

 

Table 4 External process manufacturing cost 

Material Supplier D.P. 

operator 

D.P. 

setup 

Variable 

costs 

Manufacturing 

Cost Piece 

Manufacturing 

Costs set 

Machine 

cost 

piece 

Machine 

cost 

setup 

Total 

119% 100% 51% 0% 92% 51% 0% 149% 0% 83% 

112% 100% 44% 0% 93% 44, % 0% 123% 0% 84% 

107% 100% 33% 0% 93% 33% 0% 108% 0% 84% 

107% 100% 31% 0% 88% 31% 0% 117% 0% 78% 

 

10.6 Lead times 

Table 5 Average Lead time  

Name Current Internally External 

Fan Wall GO/SI 012 100% 141% 95% 

Fan Wall GO/SI 020  100% 90% 63% 

Fan Wall GO/SI 030 100% 114% 90% 

Fan Wall GO/SI 040 100% 189% 132% 

 

 


